CAPMAN IS THE HEROIC EMBODIMENT OF REAL CLIMATE ACTION

CAPMAN is promoting actions that will limit emissions of CO2 and cap global warming at 1.5°C. CAPMAN wants to make sure our planet remains a liveable and beautiful environment. However, like every superhero, CAPMAN has some evil enemies that are determined to stop him:

"HOT AIR" CHALLENGERS THREATEN CAPMAN’S GOAL OF SAVING THE PLANET

A strong negotiation text will help CAPMAN get rid of “Hot Air” and take carbon out of the game. Join forces with CAPMAN and work together to promote real climate action! While the “Hot Air” baddies are intent on seeing future CO2 emissions increase, CAPMAN stands defiant in calling for real reductions in carbon emissions.

COME AND PLAY CAPMAN ONLINE AT WWW.CAP-MAN.NET
MEET THE “HOT AIR” BADDIES

SOURCES OF HOT AIR

There are four main sources of “Hot Air” and each of them represents a challenge to a functioning climate deal at Paris 2015. CAPMAN must battle each in order to limit future carbon emissions. Each type of “Hot Air” has unique problems associated with it, but all have one thing in common – they will undermine much needed climate action!

HUNGRY HURRICANES

Watch out for the Hungry Hurricanes! They represent Double counted emission reductions that are generating “Hot Air” through bogus pollution credits, undermining our responses to climate change. CAPMAN refuses to allow this to happen.

CUMULATIVE CLOUDS

Non-additional carbon credits generated under the Kyoto Protocol mechanisms are intent on reducing the impact of mitigation efforts. Dodge these Cumulative Clouds of “Hot Air” and help CAPMAN save the world!

CARBON SINKS

These pesky Carbon Sinks are non-permanent stores of carbon in land and forests. Some want to use these temporary Carbon Sinks to offset permanent emissions from fossil fuels - turning Carbon Sinks against us! These offsets from Carbon Sinks undermine real additional climate action and are intent on stopping CAPMAN.

LOATHSOME LOBBYISTS

There are individuals, organisations, and companies determined to include “Hot Air” allowances from carbon markets in the Paris agreement so they can continue polluting. They are here in Paris as we speak! Help CAPMAN avoid the Loathsome Lobbyists and push for an ambitious climate deal in Paris!

COME AND PLAY CAPMAN ONLINE AT WWW.CAP-MAN.NET